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Summary 
The general outlier problem for a multivariate normal random sample 
with mean slippage is defined and shown to be invariant under a natural 
group of transformations. A family of maximal invariants is obtained, 
and the common di stri but ion of its members is derived. The critical 
region for the locally best invariant test of the null hypothesis, that 
there are no outliers, versus the alternative hypothesis, that some out-
liers are present, is found. Under very general conditions, this test 
is equivalent to rejecting the null hypothesis whenever the multivariate 
sample kurtosis is sufficiently large • 
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1. Introduction. Anscambe and Tuke~ (1963, p. 146) considered out-
liers to be "observations that have such large residuals, in comparison 
with most of the others, as to suggest that they ought to be treated 
specially." These aberrant observations can result from various under-
l~ng conditions, including model inade~uacies and occurrences of gross 
observational errors. Anscambe (1960, p. 124) mentioned two sources of 
such gross errors: measure:ment error, the error in operating e~uipment 
and recording readings; and execution error, which encompasses any other 
"discrepancy between what we intend to do and what is actual~ done," 
such as measuring the wrong ~uantity or attribute. 
No statistical procedure is complete~ immune to the debilitating 
effects of outliers, although same are far less sensitive than others. 
Close scruti~ of those observations having large residuals fre~uently 
leads to better understanding of the data and to a more nearly valid 
:model. 
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To sensibly propose and compare outlier procedures, one must know 
what information is sought from the analysis. As Kruskal (1960) and 
Gnanadesikan (1977, p. 272) have noted, an observation :may be an outlier 
for one purpose but not for another. Two possible aims were mentioned 
by David (1970, p. 170): (a) to determine whether outliers are present 
in the data, and (b) to identify those observations that are aberrant. 
Clearly, if either or both of these are the objectives, the outliers 
themselves are the primary concern of the analysis. On the other hand, 
if fitting a model, estimating a set of parameters, or testing a hypothe-
sis is the main interest, outliers are a complication, to be handled 
in an appropriate fashion. The aimthereis: (c) to modify a statis-
tical analysis, usually of a standard nature, by using information regard-
ing the presence and identity of outliers. Methods suitable for one of 
these tasks :may or may not be suitable for the others. 
As an example, consider a set of observations that are realizations 
of independent normal random variables with a common variance. It is 
believed that :most of the observations have :mean~, but it is suspected 
that a few may have :means that differ greatly from ~ • Objective (a) 
could be achieved through an overall test of whether the observations 
as a group appear distributed as a normal sample or as a contaminated 
normal sample. Objective (b) requires a determination of exactly which 
observations show evidence of a mean shift. If the ultimate goal is to 
estimate ~' one way of meeting objective (c) would be to average the 
observations after downweighting or discarding those identified as out-
liers in (b). This type of estimation procedure has been investigated 
by Anscombe (1960) • 
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To clarify the distinction between goals (a) and (b), outlier detec-
tion and identification, consider a univariate random sample from a 
:mixture of normal distributions. The components N(O,l), N(2,1), and 
N(-2,1) of the mixture have :mixing :probabilities .90, .05, and .05, 
respectively. Identification of the outliers, the observations drawn 
fro:m the component distributions with nonzero :means, is an unreasonable 
goal. Nearly half of them, constituting about 5% of the sample, will 
lie in the interval (-2,2), while approximately 4.54% of the non-outliers, 
constituting about 4% of the sample, will lie outside this interval. 
Although this :makes identifying the entire set of outliers a hopeless 
task, it is :possible that an outlier detection test could strongly 
signal the :presence of outliers somewhere in the data, without specify-
ing their exact locations. Rejection of the null hypothesis of no out-
liers :might thus lead to consideration of alternative .models for the data • 
The focus here will be :primarily on goal (a), outlier detection, 
for data that, if free of outliers, would be :modeled as a random sample 
from a :multivariate normal distribution. Any observation whose distribu-
tion departs from this model is an outlier. In the two :models :most 
widely used to represent the existence of outliers, all observations 
are normally distributed. Under the mean slippage :model to be consid-
ered in this :paper, all observations have a common covariance :matrix ~, 
but k of the :means differ fro:m the common mean 1-L of the rest, and :possi-
bly fro:m each other. The variance slippage :model is defined along simi-
lar lines, and will not be discussed in this :paper. 
The multivariate normal error structure has been adopted for several 
reasons, including ma the:rna tical tractability, and even :more importantly, 
the fact that many of the standard multivariate methods are derived under 
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the assumption of normality. This makes it crucial to check for out-
liers, as well as for other types of nonnor.mality, as their presence 
will strongly affect inferences :made from nor.mal-based procedures. 
For example, Layard (1974) showed that the normal theory likelihood 
ratio test for equality of covariance matrices is highly nonrobust 
against departures from normality, including contamination. 
Most work on the outlier problem has been directed at the uni-
variate case. This is easier to deal with than the multivariate case, 
as Gnanadesikan (1977, p. 271) has pointed out: 
"The consequences of having defective responses are intrin-
sically more complex in a multivariate sa;mple than in the :much-
discussed univariate case. One reason is that a :multivariate 
outlier can distort not only measures of location and scale 
but also those of orientation (i.e., correlation). A second 
reason is that it is much more difficult to characterize a 
:multivariate outlier. A single univariate outlier :may typi-
cally be thought of as 'the one that sticks out on the end, ' 
but no such simple concept suffices in higher dimensions. A 
third reason is the variety of types of :multivariate outliers 
that :may arise: a vector response may be faulty because of 
a gross error in one of its components or because of syste-
matic mild errors in all of its components." 
Many outlier methods based on exclusively univariate techniques 
cannot be generalized to the multivariate setting. For instance, Dixon's 
r statistics, which are ratios of differences of order statistics, do 
not have an obvious multivariate version. These and other complexi-
ties, such as the greater difficulty of distributional computations, 
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account for the scarcity of both theoretical results and practical 
tools for multivariate outlier problems. 
An extensive survey of the outlier literature is found in 
Barnett and Lewis (1978). Other general sources are David (1970) 
and Doornbos (1966). Gnanadesikan (1977) discussed multivariate out-
liers from a data analytic viewpoint. Various aspects of the multi-
variate outlier problem were treated by Siotani (1959), Karlin and 
Truax (1960), Ferguson (1961), Wilks (1963), Healy (1968), and Rohlf 
(1975). 
The re:mainder of this paper is organized as follows. The general 
outlier problem for a :multivariate normal rando:m sample with :mean slip-
page is defined in Section 2, and is shown to be invariant with respect 
to a natural group of transformations. A family of :maximal invariants 
with respect to this group is obtained and the common distribution 
of its :me:mbers is derived in Section 3. The form of the critical 
region for the locally best invariant test of the null hypothesis, 
that there are no outliers, versus the alternative hypothesis, that 
so:me outliers are present, is found in Sections 4 and 5. Under very 
general conditions, it is shown in Section 6 that this test is equiva-
lent to rejecting the null hypothesis whenever the :multivariate sample 
kurtosis is sufficiently large • 
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2. The genera.1 outlier probl.em for a mal.tiva.riate normal. randan 
s~l.e. Consider a random sample Y1, • • ·, Yn from a multivariate 
nor.mal distribution. The model for these data can be specified by 
the matrix equation Y = ef.l + U, where the n X p observation matrix y 
has i. i. d. rows Y1, • • •, Yn' e is an n X l vector of l 's, f.l is the un-
known l X p mean vector, and the rows u1, • · ·, un of the n X p matrix 
U are i.i.d. N(O,~) with covariance matrix ~ unknown. It will be 
assumed that n :::: p + l to insure that f.l and ~ are estimable. 
l. 
For any matrix A= (a .. ), define I!AII = c~ .. a~.)2. To incorporate ~J ~J ~J 
the possibility of outliers, the :multivariate nor.mal random sample 
model is embedded in a multivariate mean model with ~ slippage: 
(2.1) 
Here e, f.l, and U are as above, and n :::: p + l; further.more, b. is a non-
negative scalar, and A is an arbitrary n X p matrix such that: 
(Cl) !!All = 1, unless b. = 0, in which case A = 0; and (C2) more than 
half of the rows of A are zero. In this model, the observation Y. is 
~ 
an outlier if a. f o, where a. denotes the ith row of A • Equation 
~ ~ ---
(2.1) extends a univariate outlier model proposed by Ferguson (1961). 
No outliers are present and (2.1) reduces to a random sample model 
if and only if (iff) b. = 0 • With this for.mulation, the study of out-
liers in a multivariate nor.mal random sample becomes a one-parameter 
problem. Condition (C2) requires that more than half of the observa-
tions are drawn from the N(f.l,~) population, in which no mean slippage 
is present. Conditions (Cl) and (C2) and the restriction that b. must 
be nonnegative insure uniqueness of parametrization (see Lemma 2.2) • 
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HYPothesis testing for the presence or absence of outliers can be 
formulated in decision theoretic ter.ms as the general outlier problem, 
which consists of (a) model (2.1); (b) hypotheses H0 :b.=O and FS_:b.>O; 
(c) action space a = [D0,D1}, where Di denotes the decision to act as 
if hypothesis H. is true, i = 0, 1; (d) state space 
J_ 
8 = [6 = (t.,A,~,~): ~ > 0; b.~ 0; (Cl), (C2)hold}; and (e) loss function 
L given by 
L(6,D.) =~i 
J_ • 
-J. 
if t. = 0 
if t. > 0 
Here and throughout this paper, when decision theory and invari-
ance are discussed, notation and definitions will be consistent with 
Ferguson ( 1967) • 
A rule that chooses between n0 and D1 will be termed an outlier 
detection rule; it dictates a single overall decision on the presence 
or absence of outliers. Outlier identification rules, in contrast, 
attempt to determine the set of all outlying observations. 
It is clear from (Cl) and (C2) that model (2.1) allows quite gen-
eral configurations of outliers. The general outlier problem deals with 
a :much broader class of outlier arrangements than the single outlier 
problem, in which it is specified that at :most one outlier is present. 
The latter problem, which is commonly treated as having n + 1 alternative 
hypotheses and actions, is not dealt with in this paper. 
The ensuing definitions aid in the treatment of invariance to 
follow. For any permutation v = [v(l), ••. , v(n)] of the first n posi-
tive integers, the permuted identity matrix corresponding to y_, denoted by 
Iv, is an n X n matrix whose (j,k)th element is 5v(j),k' where 5 is the 
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Kronecker delta. That is, 
= fl if' k = v( j ) Iv(j,k) lo otherwise 
v When postmultiplied by any vector, I has the eff'ect of' :moving the 
v(l)th entry to the first position, •.• , and the v(n)th entry to the nth 
position. 
Let lJ denote the space of n X p matrices. The transformation 
gc K : lJ .... 4 is defined by 
' 'v 
' 
where C is a p X p nonsingular matrix, and K is an arbitrary 1 X p 
vector. The set of all such transformations will be denoted by 
G = { gc K : C is p x p; I c 1 ~ o; K is 1 x p} 
' ,v 
Throughout this paper, routine proof's, such as those of the next 
two lemmas, will be omitted. 
LEMMA 2.1. The set of transformations G is ~ group. 
LEMMA 2.2. The parameter 9 f'or the family of distributions in the 
general outlier problem is identifiable. 
These lemmas lead to the following. 
THEOREM 2.1. The general outlier problem is invariant under G • Further-
~' a decision rule d for this problem is invariant under G iff' 
PROOF. Choose g = gC,K, vEG and 9 = (l:I,A,IJ.,L:) E ® • Let Y"" P9 indicate 
that Y is :modeled by (2.1), subject to (Cl) and (C2). Substitution 
• 
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shows that 
v The rows of I UC are i.i.d. N(O,C'~C) random variables, C'~C is positive 
definite, and AC is nonzero if A is. Also, more than half of the rows 
of AC are equal. Hence g(Y)- Pg(e)' where 
if 6 > 0 
The uniqueness of g(e) follows from Lemma 2.2 (see Ferguson, 1967, p. 
144), so the family tP9,eE®} is invariant under G; and for any gEG 
and D. E a, 
J 
L(9,D.) = L[g(e),D.] 
J J 
for all e € ® 
Setting g(D.) =D. shows the invariance of the loss fUnction under G • 
J J 
The second :portion of the theorem now follows from the definition of an 
invariant decision rule (Ferguson, 1967, :p. 148) and the nature of 
g . Q,ED 
As the problem is invariant under G, only decision procedures 
invariant under G will be considered. Any such procedure must be a 
fUnction of a maximal invariant with respect to G • A family of matrix-
valued statistics, each :member of which is maximally invariant under G, 
will be derived in the next section . 
• 
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3. A f'a:adly of' ma.xiJnaJ. invariants with respect to G • The general out-
lier problem is invariant under permutation of the rows of Y, so if an 
ordering of the rows is specified, only functions of the ordered rows 
Y(l)' • · ·, Y(n) need be considered. Invariance under addition of an arbi-
trary vector K to each row reduces consideration to functions of Y (l) - Y, 
•.• , Y(n) - Y, where Y is the sample :mean vector. Invariance under right 
multiplication of Y by any nonsingular matrix C suggests a :matrix version 
of Ferguson's (1961) approach, which will now be developed; related work 
has been done by Butler (1977). 
Under :model (2.1), the :matrix of residuals is R=Y-eY. Let S=R'R, 
and M= I- (1/n)ee '; M is n X n symmetric, ide:m:potent, and positive se:mi-
definite. Moreover, S is nonsingular and the n scalars (Y. - Y)S-1 (Y. - Y)' 
~ ~ 
are distinct with probability one. Reorder the rows of Y to :make these 
scalars an increasing fUnction of the index i, noting that neither S nor 
-Y is affected by row permutations of Y • Let Y denote the resulting :matrix, 
and Y ( i) the i th row of Y • Choose an arbitrary orthogonal n X n :matrix 
P satisfying P'MP = D where the n X n matrix D = diag(l,l, · · · ,1,0) • Once 
a particular P is chosen, it is held fixed throughout the analysis. Let 
i P denote the ith column of P, and P. the ith row of P • Define an 
-- ~ --
( ) ( 1 n-p-1) n-p-1 X n matrix ~l and a p X n :matrix ~2 by ~l = P ••• P ' and 
~2 = (Pn-p .•• pn-l)' . The n x p :matrix P'MY = DP'Y :may be partitioned as 
• 
• 
• 
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(3.1) 
Restrict attention to the subset [Y € y: ~2Y is nonsingular} of the sample 
space. Define the (n-p-1) X p matrix-valued statistic 
REMARK. The subset of the sample space excluded from consideration in 
defining T is a set of :measure zero in the situations to be investigated, 
and will therefore have no effect on the analysis. In principle, the 
maximal invariant could be extended to this set by considering which p X p 
sub:matrices of (3.1) are nonsingular, if any, and using statistics simi-
lar to T(Y) with these :matrices replacing ~ 2Y . However, as this is not 
necessary for the problems to be addressed here, it will not be discussed 
further. 
THEOREM 3.1. T(Y) is a :maximal invariant with respect to G . 
PROOF. The proof appears in Schwager ( 1979). 
The re:mainder of this section is devoted to obtaining the distribution 
ofT under model (2.1). Let g* J. .....l. denote gc K E G with c = L: 2 , K = -1-1L: 2, 
' 'v 
and v the identity permutation. *c ) ~:l.. .....l. *c ) J Then g Y = TI: ;a. - ellL: 2, so E[g Y 
= 6AZ~, and the rows of g*(Y) are independent, each with p X p covariance 
:matrix I . For the model ( 2 .1), define 
and A*= {AL:-i/IIAL:-ill 
0 if A = 0 
if A f. 0 , 
Since ~* = 0 iff ~ = 0, H0 of the general outlier problem can be 
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expressed as ~* = o, and Hi as 6* > 0 . Simple algebra shows that 
g*(Y) = ~*A*+ u* and IIA*II 2 = 1 if A* I= 0 
Thus, finding the distribution of T[g*(Y)] is equivalent to finding the 
distribution of T(Y), and so, without loss of generality, one can take 
~ = 0, ~ = I in model (2.1). 
Define the p x p matrix Q = T 'T + I . Let the mean of the rows of A 
be denoted by a . Summation over the set of all pe~mutations a of the 
* first n positive integers will be denoted by~ , and summation with index a 
i ranging from 1 to n by ~. • 
J. 
For any such pe~tation a, standard multivariate no~mal theory shows 
that the density of Ya(l)' • • ., Ya(n) is 
f (Y1 , ... ,y) = (2TT)~npexpE-i(~.Y.Y! -2ll~.Y.a'(·) +ll2~.a (')a'(·))~ a n J. J. J. J. J. a J. J. a J. a J. J 
Summing this over all a gives the density of Y(l)'''''y(n) as 
(3o3) 
~(Y , .. o, Y ) = ~*f (Y , o .. , y ) Y 1 n a a l n 
= (2TT) ~npexp[ 21 (~· Y. Y! + 62~. a. a.')~* expf'6L Y. a' (. )] J. J. J. J. J. J. ~a [ J. J. a J. 
for the region where Y1, · · ·, Yn make the scalars (Yi- Y)s-1 (Yi - Y) ', 
i = 1, • o., n an increasing sequence; the density is zero elsewhere. 
Since P'MP = D, eigenvector methods establish that the last column 
of P is Pn = n -ie . Define X by n~Y = Pn'Y, and V by (~~ ), so 
(~) ,..,. = P'Y and 
• 
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In changing variables from Y to V,X in (3.3), the Jacobian is /det PjP=l; 
thus, 
fv,x(v,x) = (2rT)-!npexp[-!(L:iPi('i)<v' X')Pi +62L:iaia:i_)] 
·L:~exp~L:i Pi(i)a~(i)] 
Observe that 
and 
so that 
fv, x<v, X) = (2TT) -!npexp[ -!tr(V 'V) -~XX' - iA2L:i ai a;_] 
·L:~exp[AL:1 P1(6)a~(i) + Anixa '] 
To integrate out X, rearrange terms and complete the square, noting 
that 
' 
as the integrand is a :multivariate nor.mal density function, up to a 
constant. Therefore, 
(3.4) 
fV(V) = (2rT)-i(n-l)pexp [ -itr(V'V) -iA2L:i (ai- a)(ai- a)'] 
·L:~exp jAL:iPi(b)a~(i)l 
L- -· 
J(nXp) = m .
• 
• 
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Changing variables from V to T,W and integrating out W gives the density 
t::.. ( ) n-:p-1 ofT. The Jacobian is ldet oV,u T,W I = ldet WI ' and routine sub-
stitution proves the following result: 
THEOREM 3.2. In the multivariate mean :model with mean slippage, the dens-
ity of the G-maximal invariant T is 
(3.5) 
for the region where the scalars P.JQ-1J'P!, i=l, ••• , n form an increas-
~ ~ 
ing sequence, and is zero elsewhere. Here 
(3.6) 
and the p x p matrix W varies over all of p2 -dimensional space. 
Observe that, conditionally on A, fT(T) depends on the single parame-
ter~ • Consider A as given and fixed. This allows one to write the 
density ofT as fT(tl~) and to examine tests of~ = 0 versus ~ > 0, con-
ditional on knowledge of A • A particular test obtained through this 
conditioning process will be shown not to depend on A . It is there-
fore an unconditional test of~ = 0 against~ > 0 • 
• 
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4. The form of the critical. region for invariant tests. A nonrandom-
ized test of H0 :6 = 0 versus H1 :6> 0 for (2.1) is specified by a critical 
region w • Any test invariant under G must be a function of T, so the 
power function of such a test may be written in terms of the underlying 
parameter 6 as 
(4.1) 
The local behavior of a test at 6 = 0 is determined by the deriva-
tives of f3 (6) at 6 = 0 . When the power function of any test allows the 
w 
necessary derivatives, the locally best test of 6 = 0 against 6 > 0 is 
usually obtained as the a-level test that maximizes 13'(0), and the 
w 
locally best unbiased test of 6 = 0 against 6 ~ 0 as the unbiased a-level 
test that ·maxirni ze s 
that f3~(0) = 0 • 
13"(0) w In the latter case, unbiasedness implies 
If the first few derivatives of f3w (6) are zero at 6 = 0 for all tests, 
this approach can be extended to the first nonzero derivatives by a Taylor 
series argument. Let k denote the smallest positive integer such that 
f3~k)(O) is not identically zero for all w • The locally best test can 
be found by :maximizing f3(k)(O) over the class of a-level tests. Two 
w 
distinct cases occur regarding locally best unbiased tests. If k is even, 
the locally best test is also locally best unbiased whenever it is un-
biased. If k is odd, the locally best unbiased test can be found by 
:maximizing f3~k+l)(O) subject to the conditions f3w(O) =a, and unbiasedness. 
For the general outlier problem, 13 is an even fUnction of 6 for any 
w 
invariant testw, i.e., 13 (6)=13 (-6) for all6, w. To observe this, 
w w 
note that the transformation H= -Win each integral of (3.6) yields g(6) 
= g( -6); this, ( 3. 5), and ( 4.1) complete the de:monstra tion. The power 
• 
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curve of any invariant test is thus symmetric with respect to the ~ -
w 
axis, and has first derivative zero at t:. = 0 • This is related to the 
problem's invariance under G . 
Derivatives of the power function 13w (A) at A= 0 can be computed 
from (4.1). This is facilitated by the interchange of differentiation 
and integration. The following consequence of the Dominated Convergence 
Theorem will be employed to justi~ this interchange. 
THEOREM 4.1. (Loeve, 1977, p. 127). If, for all A in a finite interval, 
oF(x,A)/oA exists and loF(x,A)~t:.l ~ L(x) for same integrable function 
L, then for any A in the interval, 
Let N(a), or simply N wherever possible, denote the p X p :matrix 
Given T, and thus Q, there exist a p X p orthogonal :matrix f and a p x p 
diagonal :matrix E such that Q c f'Er . Define 
(4.2) 
Y.(pxl) =(a. -a)' for i=l, ···, n; and 
~ ~ 
r.(lxp) = P.JQ-i = P.Jf'E-ir for i=l, ···, n 
~ ~ ~ 
The following lemma will be helpful in the application of Theorem 
4.1. 
_1,. 
LEMMA 4.1. For any permutation a, no element of the p X p matrix NQ 2 
-- ~ has absolute value greater than D = n(paa' )2 . This expression is inde-
pendent of T • 
• 
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A 
PROOF. Let A denote the p X n matrix [a~(l) •·• a~(n)] • Then 
n AA ( f AA 
= L: • . 1 (A'A) .. r.r!::;; max .. r.r! .. (A'A) .. ~,J= ~J J ~ ~,J J ~ ~,J ~J 
The :maximum value of r.r! occurs when i =j, and cannot exceed L:~ 1 r.r!, J ~ ~= l l 
. ....n ' I which equals p Slnce '-'. 1 r. r. = • Furthermore, l= ~ ~ 
' 
so tr(NQ-~') s n2 . 
Noting that the sum of the squares of the elements of NQ-i is 
tr(NQ-~') and that n2 is independent ofT completes the proof. QED 
THEOREM 4.2. Let w be any invariant test for the general outlier problem • 
Then 
(4.3) 
PROOF. Theorem 4.1 will be applied twice. The first application shows 
that derivatives of g(6) can be obtained from (3.6) by differentiating 
under the integral sign. For any permutation cr, the integrand of (3.6) 
can be written as 
(4.4) F(W,6) = etr(-iW'QW+6NW)/det W/n-p-l 
Choose an arbitrary but fixed positive number B . It will now be shown 
that there exists an integrable function L(W) such that, for all 6 in 
the interval (-B,B), /oF(W,6)/06/ :s: L(W) • 
Let w .. and n .. denote the ijth entries of W and N • Then 
lJ lJ 
• 
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ltr NWI = jE~ . ln .. w .. j ~2:~ . ljn .. /jw .. / ~,J= J~ ~J ~,J= J~ ~J ' 
and 
* jdetW/ ~L: /w1 (l) ••• w ()I ~ ,~ p,~ p 
where~ ranges over all permutations of (1, ···, p) • It follows that 
jtr NWj jdet wjn-p-l is dominated by a finite linear combination G(W) of 
absolute values of products of elements of W, so 
( 4. 5) loF(W,fl)/ofll = etr(-iW'QW+llNW)Itr NWIIdet Wln-p-l 
~ etr( ~w 'QW + flNW)G(W) 
For any ll in (-B,B) and matrix W, [ltr(NW) s /Btr(NW)j, so 
etr(llNW) ~ etr(BNW) + etr(-BNW) 
Consequently, 
(4.6) I oF(W,fl) /oil/ ~ etr( -iW'QW + BNW)G(W) + etr( -iw'QW- BNW)G(W) 
To establish that the right-hand side of (4.6) is integrable, note 
that it is the sum of two functions, both of which can be handled in the 
same fashion. The first of these can be rewritten as 
The first ter.m is, up to a constant involving only Q, the density func-
tion of p independent random variables, each of which is p-dimensional 
multivariate normal, and the second ter.m is a constant. When (4.7) is 
integrated with respect to dW over p2 -dimensional space, each ter.m of 
G(W) results in an absolute :moment of same product of elements of W • 
These moments are noncentral, as the distribution given by the first ter.m 
is centered at BQ-~' • Each such moment is finite, so the integral of 
• 
• 
• 
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(4.7) is too. This demonstrates the integrability of the right-hand 
side of (4.6), which can therefore serve as the fUnction L(W) in apply-
ing Theorem 4.1 to F(W,6) given by (4.4). 
With this fUnction, the equality of Theorem 4.1 holds for 1::. = 0, 
and in fact for any finite value of 6, as B was arbitrary. An easy 
extension of this method shows that derivatives of any order can be 
passed under the integral sign; only the power of jtr NW/ in (4.5) re-
quires change. Summing over all permutations cr demonstrates that deriva-
tives of g(l::.) can be found by differentiating under the n~ integral signs 
of (3.6). 
The second application of Theorem 4.1 will establish (4.3). An 
integrable function ofT that dominates /ofT(T/t::.)/~6/ on an interval 
about the origin is needed. Let c = (2TT)-j-(n-l)p and 0 
n( -)( -) n c1 = L:1 a.- a a.- a ' = L:1y!y., so that ~ ~ ~ ~ 
Then 
where 
(4.8) 
and 
(4.9) 
jofT(T/6)/o6/ = c0 exp( ~c162 )/g'(6)- c16g(6)/ 
~ c0 [jg'(6)/ +Bc1g(6)] , 
g(6) = L:; Jetr[-iW'QW+6N(cr)W]jdet W,n-p-ldW 
' 
jg'(6)/ ~ L:~ Jetr[ ~W'QW+6N(cr)W]/tr[N(cr)WJ//det W/n-p-ldW 
Performing a transformation of variables to Z of (4.2) changes each inte-
gral in (4.8) to 
(4.10) (det Q)i-(n-l)Jexp[~tr(Z'Z) +6tr(NQ-iz)]jdet zjn-p-ldZ 
• 
• 
• 
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Lemma 4.1 i:mplies that for every matrix Z and ~€( -B,B), 
2 
Let sgn (i,j), i,j=l, ••• ,p, denote one of the~ possible arrangements 
l 2 
of p2 plus and :minus signs, where l is an index running fram 1 to ~ • 
For any z, there exists an l such that 
~~ ._1 1z. ·I = ~~ ._1sgn~(i,j)Z .. 1,J- 1J 1,J- k 1J ' 
so 
The expression of (4.10) is then bounded by 
(4.11) ( det Q) -i(n-l)~ Jexp [-itr(Z 'Z) + BD~. .sgn (i, j )Z. ·J l 1,J l 1J 
• I det Z I n-p-ldZ 
Each of these integrals is a finite constant relative to T, depending only 
on BD, and can be treated by the same method as the integral of (4.7). 
Summing ( 4.10) over all per.muta tions cr shows that 
g(~) s K (det Q) ~(n-1) 
1 ' 
where K1 is a constant independent of T . The integrals of (4.9) can be 
treated similarly, as each is bounded by an expression like (4.11), but 
..!. 
with an extra term D ~. .j Z .. j , which bounds tr(NQ 2 Z), in the integrand. 1, J 1J 
Thus 
/ g'(~)/ s; K2(det Q) Hn-1) 
' 
where the constant K2 does not depend on T, and 
• 
• 
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Here integrability of the right-hand side follows immediately from the 
fact that [det(I+T'T)]~(n-l) is, up to a constant, the joint density 
function of the matrix T distribution (Press, 1972, p. 129). 
Application of Theorem 4.1 demonstrates that the interchange of 
operations in (4.3) is valid for any finite 6, as B was arbitrary, and 
for any measurable set w . Again, the extension to higher derivatives 
requires only a :modification of the constant K2 + Bc1K1 • QED 
For any nonnegative integer j, define 
(4.12) 
COROLLARY 4.1. The size of any invariant region w is ~w(6)J 6=0 = 
J v0 (T)dT, and 
w 
(4.13) oj 
-. t3 (6)jA-o = J v.(T)dT, 
o6J w ~- w J j=l,2,··· 
The following lemmas will be used to evaluate the derivatives (4.13) 
with 1 ~ j ~ 4 • 
LEMMA 4.2. For all integers j 2 0, 
PROOF. Take derivatives of g(6) by differentiating under the integral 
sign in (3.6), as discussed in the proof of Theorem 4.2. QED 
• LEMMA 4.3. g(j)(6)j 6=0 = 0 for all odd values of j • 
• 
• 
• 
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PROOF. The integrand in (4.14) is an odd fUnction of W • 
LEMMA 4.4. For the variables defined in (4.2), 
(i) W1 QW = Z1 Z ; 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
PROOF. 
I det ow/ozj 
n I:. 1r. = 0 l= l 
n I:. ly. = 0 
l= l 
-1.. 
= ( det Q) 2 p ; 
and n I I: . 1 r . r . = I ,· J.= l l 
n 1 n for any permutation a, I:. 1P.JWa (•) =I:. 1r.zy (•) • J.= 1 a 1 J.= J. a J. 
All parts are straightforward, except perhaps (iii): 
QED 
n -1.. -1.. 
I:i=lri = e 1 PJQ 2 = (0 0 · • · 0 fn)JQ 2 0 QED 
LEMMA 4.5. ( 2 ) 1 n 1 , ( ) n u2 = n- .ni:. 1y.z Zy. = n-2 ~ni:. 1Y!W'QWY .• l= J. J. l= J. l 
PROOF. By Lemma 4.4 and (4.12), u2 = 2::*2::~ . 1y 1 (.)Z'r!r.Zy (•) . a J.,J= a 1 1 J a J This 
will be evaluated in two parts, one consisting of all terms with i = j, 
the other all terms with i f j • 
'<C'n * I I I _ ( l) I n n I I I 
ui=li:aya(i)z ririzya(i) - n- .I:i=l~=lykz ririzyk 
= (n-l)!I:~=lykzl [I:~=lrfri] zyk 
= (n-l)~~=lYkZ 1 ZYk 
Observe that I:.~.r!r. = (I:.r.) 1 (I:.r.)- I:.r!r. =-I, so 
lrJ 1 J 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
I:ihl:::Y~(i)z lrir jzya(j) = I:ih (n-2)! [ (~=1 Yk)z lrfrjz(I:~=l yk) 
-~=lYkZ 1 rfrjzykJ 
0- (n-2)!I:~=lYkZ 1 [I:ifjrfrj] zyk 
( 2 ) 1 n I I 
= n- .I;k=lykz zyk 
Combining these and using Lermna 4.4(i) completes the proof. QED 
• 
• 
• 
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LEMMA 4.6. v1 (T) = 0 for all T, and :6~w(6)j 6=0 = 0 for any (invariant) 
region w . 
PROOF. The second assertion follows from the first and (4.13). From 
(3.5), 
(4.15) 
This and Lemma 4.3 show that 
is zero for all T QED 
2 
LEMMA 4.7. v2(T) = 0 for all T, and 0°62~w(6)1 6=0 = 0 for any region W • 
PROOF. By (4.13) and Lemma 4.6, it suffices to show that 
( 4 .16) 
is zero. Differentiating (4.15) gives 
(4.17) o2 n -log fT(T!6) = -t::._1y.'y. +g"(6)/g(6)- [g'(6)/g(6)]2 o62 J.- 1 1 
Le:mma 4. 3 gives g ' ( 0) = 0, and Lemmas 4. 2 and 4. 5 give 
g(O) = n!Jetr( ~W'QW)Idet Wln-p-ldW , 
g"(O) = (n-2)~nL:~=JYiW'QwYietr(-iW'QW)!det Wln-p-ldW 
A change of variables from W to Z of (4.2) shows that 
) ( ) ~(n-1) g( 0 = n! det Q 2 ~ 0 , 
J.(n-1) n g"(O) = (n-2)!n(det Q) 2 L:i=l~i , 
where 
• 
• 
• 
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~ 0 = Jetr( ~Z'Z)(det z'z)i(n-p-l)dZ 
' 
~- = JY!Z'ZY.etr( ~Z'Z)(det Z'Z)~(n-p-l)dZ, 
]_ ]_ ]_ i = 1, · · ·, n 
Integration is over all of p 2 -dimensional Euclidean space. 
+ It is helpful to reexpress ~O and ~i as integrals over the space Sp 
of p X p positive definite symmetric matrices. Background material :may 
be found in Eaton (1972, Chapters 6 and 8). For q ~ p, let 
G£, = (Z(qXp): rank(Z) =p}, and define a :measure l.ll on G£, by q,p q,p 
where dZ is Lebesgue measure on G.eq,p • Let the function h: Gtq,p ~ s; 
+ be defined by h(Z) = Z'Z = s, and the :measure monS by p 
-1 ) + m(C) = l.l1 [h (C ] for all measurable C c Sp 
Then for any real-valued function g: S+ - R, integrable with respect to p 
l.ll' 
(4.18) I g[h(Z)]I.l1(dZ) = KJ +g(S):m(dS) Gt S q,p p 
To compute the measure ·m, note that it is invariant under the action 
+ 
of Gtp,p on Sp defined by fA(S) = ASA' for A in Gtp,p • This follows from 
(4.18) and the invariance of l.ll under the action of Gt on Gt given p,p q,p 
The measure dS/(det s)i(p+l) is invariant * by f (Z) = ZA' for A in Gt A p,p 
under Gt p,p Since the measure on S+ invariant under the action of p 
G£ p,p is unique up to a positive constant, it follows that, for all g, 
fa.e g[h(Z)]I.l1 (dZ) = KJ g(S) dS s+ ( det s)f(p+l) ' 
q,p p 
• 
• 
• 
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where the constant K0, determined by ~l and h, is independent of g • 
Apply this result to ~ i (i > 0) and ~O with q = p . Integrating over 
p2 -dimensional space will give the same result as integrating over G£ , p,p 
for their difference is a set of Lebesgue measure zero. Thus 
(4.19) 
~i = K f Y.'SY.etr( ~S)(det s)i(n-l)dS/(det s)i(p+l) ~s+ l l 
p 
' 
The first integral of (4.19) :may be calculated by using a for:mula of 
Constantine (1963): 
(4.20) I etr(-RS)(det s)t ~(p+l)c (SU)dS = r (t,x)c (R-~)(det R)-t 
8+ X p X ' p 
where Cx is the zonal polynomial corresponding to the partition x • Take 
R(px p) =!I, t = -21 (n -l), U(px p) = Y. Y!, and C the zonal polynomial l ~ X 
corresponding to the partition (l) of the number l • The left-hand side 
of (4.20) equals the first integral of (4.19), for c1(SU) =tr(SU) =Y.'SY .• l l 
It is routine to show that c1(R-~)=2Y.'Y., (det R)-i(n-l)=2!(n-l)p, l l 
and (see Constantine, 1963, or Johnson and Kotz, 1972, p. 171) 
f (t x) s:i(n-l)K whereK = rrip(p-l)rrJ? f(n-j) . Combining these p ' l l J=l 2 
results yields 
~· = KOKl2i(n-l)p(n-l)y.'y. 
l ~ l 
The second integral of (4.19) is, up to a constant, a Wishart 
Thus g"(O)/g(O) = r,? 1y.'y., l= l l 
which with Lemma 4.3 and (4.17) establishes that (4.16) equals zero. QED 
• 
• 
• 
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3 
LEMMA 4.8. v3(T) = 0 for all T,and ~ (6), 6_0 = 0 for any region w . 
'063 w -
PROOF. It suffices to show that 
is zero, where f = fT(T/ 0) . Differentiating (4.17) and applying Le:nuna 
4.3 establishes this. QED 
. (>j 
THEOREM 4.3. For J =l, 2, 3, -.~ (6)1A-O = 0 for 6J W u-04 . d -~ (6)/ A_0 1s maximized by a region of the form 
'064 w l.l-
any region w • 
' 
where the constant k0 is determined by the size of the test. 
PROOF. The first assertion :merely restates Lemmas 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8. 
The Generalized Neyman-Pearson Lemma shows that the region maximizing 
~~ (6)1 6_0 = J v4(T)dT is 064 w I - w 
since v1 (T)=v2(T)=v3(T)=O for all T. 
It is routine to show that 
and differentiating (4.17) twice and noting that g'(O)=O gives 
Thus ( 4. 21) can be rewritten as 
• 
• 
• 
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Conditional on the a.'s, the term 3[g"(O)/g(O)J2 is a constant, since 
~ 
g"(O)/g(O) = L.~=lYj_Yi • It can therefore be absorbed into k0 . QED 
• 
• 
• 
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5. Evaluation of g(4)(0). A change of variables from W to Z in Lemma 
4.2 yields 
(5.1) 
A useful expression for a4 follows. 
THEOREM 5. 1. 
a4 = (n-4)! [ (rf3 + n2 )J1 + (3n2 - 9n + 3)..J2- (3n2 - 3n- 6)J3 
- (3n2 - 3n)aP4 + 615] , 
where 
and n ( ' ' )2 
..J5 = ~- . 1 y.z zy. . J.,J= J. J 
i~j 
PROOF. a4 = ~* c~~ 1r.ZY (")J by Lemma 4.4(v). It is an exercise to CJ J.= J. CJ J. 
verity the identity 
(~x1• ) 4 =~.X~ +4~.j_Li:X. +3~ .. _jX~X~+b~ .. k_LX~X.X. J. J. 1 r J. J J.Jr 1 J 1J r J. J K 
where each sum on the right-hand side is taken over all sets of distinct 
subscripts. Letting x. = x . = r. ZY ( . ) and summing this identity over J. cr,J. 1 cr J. 
all :per.mutations cr gives 
( 5. 2) U4 =~·[~.X .)4 = ~*[E.x4 • +4~ . . _1'1f .X .+3~ . . _LX2 .x2 .+•••} 
cr J. cr,J. cr 1 cr,1 l.Jr cr,1 cr,J J.Jr cr,J. cr,J 
Each sum on the right can be expressed in terms of sJ1 to ..J 5 by repeated 
use of :parts (iii) and ( i v) of Le:rmna. 4. 4. 
(i) ~*~.x4 . = (n-1)!~ .. ,(r.ZY. ,)4 = (n-1) ~l • 
cr 1 cr,1 J.,J. 1 1 
• 
• 
• 
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(ii) L:*L: . . _f12 .x . = (n-2)~L: . . _1. ,.t_l(r.zy. 1 ) 3 (r.zy.,) 
cr 1Jr cr,1 cr,J 1Jr,1 J r 1 1 J J 
(iii) 
( n-2) ! L:. • 1 ( r. ZY. , )3 ( L: . _1. r . ) Z ( L: . d· , Y . 1 ) 1,1 1 1 Jr1 J J r1 J 
= (n-2) :a~1 
(n-2) !L: . . _1 • 1. ,_i_(r.ZY., ) 2 (r.ZY. 1 ) 2 1Jr,1 J r 1 1 J J 
= (n-2)!L:. 1 .t_i_ .(r.ZY. ,) 2Y~~Z 1 (I -r!r.)ZY., 1 J r,1 1 1 J 1 1 J 
= ( n-2 ) !{L: . I • t_l y .' ' z I ZY . ' y ~ I z ' ZY . I - L: . ri . I ( r . ZY. ' ) 2] 2 1 J r 1 1 J J 1[1 1 1 
+ L: .. 1 (r. ZY., )4 } 1,1 1 1 
The derivation of' the remaining two sums is technically involved but simi-
lar. Details may be f'ound in Schwager (1979). Substituting these results 
into (5.2) produces 
u4 = (n-1)~1 +4-(n-2)!.11 +3·(n-2)!(.11 +.12-,./3 -.14) 
+ 6·(n-3) ~(Vl +,.;2- 8JI3- 8J14) 
+ (n-4) ~(3611 + y 2 -18J13 -18J'4 +615) 
Regrouping terms gives the expression in the statement of' the theorem. QED 
COROLLARY 5 .1. 
g( 4 )(0) = (n-4) !(det Q) Hn-l)J[(n3 + n2 ),.;1 + (3n2 - 9n+ 3).12 
- (3n2 -3n-6).13 - (3n2 -3n)r.l4 +6.P5]etr(-iz'z)jdet zjn-p-ldZ , 
where the region of' integration is all of' p 2 -dimensional space. 
Only two of' the integrals J"' i etr( -~Z 1 Z) j det Z j n-p-ldZ, i = 1, · • ·, 5, 
:must be calculated, f'or conditional on A, the integrals with leading 
terms .12, .13, and.J5 are constants. Their integrands are functions only 
of' the variable of' integration, z, and the Yi 's, which are determined 
• 
• 
• 
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by A • The integral 
can therefore be denoted by k1, a constant depending on A, n, and p, but 
not on the data Y • The following lemmas are needed to evaluate the 
integrals with leading terms ..;1 and ..;4 • 
LEMMA 5.1. Define the constant ~, depending only on n and p, by 
' 
where the p X p :matrix Z is integrated over p 2 -dimensional space. Then 
for any 1 X p row vector r and p x 1 column vector c, 
PROOF. Define r = r/JJrJJ and c = c/JJcJJ, and choose orthogonal p X p matrices 
A A 
R and C such that r is the first row of R, and c the first column of C • 
A A 
Define a p x p :matrix variable X= RZC, so ~l = rZc • Then rZc = JJriiJJcJJx11, 
and changing variables from Z to X completes the proof. QED 
COROLLARY 5 . 2. 
J.r~1etr(-!Z'Z)Jdet zJn-p-ldZ = [2:~=11/ril/4] [2:~=1 JiyiJ14] ~ 
LEMMA 5.2. 
PROOF. For any pX p orthogonal matrix P with first column P1, a change 
of variables to X = ZP shows that 
~ = jE(~1 ••• x1P)P1 ]4 etr( ~X'X)jdet Xjn-p-ldX 
_1,. -i 
Letting P1 equal (2 lil ±2 0 • • • 0) and (0 1 0 • • • 0) gives 
• 
• 
• 
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4> = J [2""'~ (~1 :l:: x12 ) ]4 etr( ~X 1 X) / det X/ n-p-1dX 
= rx~2etr( ~X 1 X)/det X/n-p-ldX 
" 
Now ruu1tip1y both sides of the identity 
by etr( ~Z 1 Z)jdet Z/n-p-1 and integrate with respect to dZ . QED 
THEOREM 5 • 2. 
JJ4etr(-iZ 1 Z)jdet z/n-p-1dZ 
= !4> [ L:~=l//ri//4 J [ 2L:~,k=l (YjYk) 2 + (L:~=11/Yji1 2)J 
PROOF. For any i, by simultaneous diagonalization (see Press, 1972, p. 37), 
there exists an orthogonal p X p :matrix U such that 
U(r.'r. )U 1 = diag(//r.// 2 , O, O, • • ·, 0) l l l 
Define a p X p matrix variable X by X= UZ, so that 
n yl I I L l .z r.r.ZY. J= J l l J 
= L:~ 1Y~X 1 diag(//r.// 2, O, ···, O)xY. = //r.// 2 [x11···X.. ]C[x.. 1 ••• x1 ] 1 , J = J l J l .Lp .L p 
where the p X p rna trix C = L:~ 1y. Y ~ • Defining J= J J 
it follows that 
Since IT is independent of the index i, the definition of J 4 shows that 
( 5. 3) 
• 
• 
• 
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To evaluate IT, we note two relations involving the eigenvalues A.1, ••. , A.p 
of C: 
p tr C = L:;=ljjyj/12 L 1A.. = l= ]_ 
(5.4) 
p A.2 tr(C2) n ( 1 )2 L:. 1 . = = L k-1 Y.Yk l= J_ J, - J 
Again by simultaneous diagonalization, there exists an orthogonal p X p 
:matrix V such that VCV 1 = diag(A.l' • · •, A.p) • Define a p X p :matrix vari-
able by Y = XV 1 Then 
IT= J [L:i=lA.iyfi]2etr( ~Y 1Y)!det Yjn-:p-ldY 
= rL:~_lA~J 4> +[L:~ ·-1"'·"'·J tg? L J.- J_ ]_~~: J_ J 
lrJ 
= tq> [ 2L:i=l A.f + ( L:i=l A.i) J 
Substitute this and (5.4) into (5.3) to complete the proof. 
Theorem 5.3 summarizes the derivation of g( 4)(0) • 
THEOREM 5.3. The derivative g(4)(0) is given by 
where 
The constant ~ depends on A, n, and p • 
QED 
PROOF. It was observed following Corollary 5.1 that the three integrals 
that do not depend on the data result in a constant k1 • Substituting 
this and the results of Corollary 5.2 and Theorem 5.2 into the formula of 
Corollary 5.1 for g( 4)(0) establishes the theorem. QED 
• 
• 
• 
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6. MUltivariate kurtosis and the locally best invariant test for the 
general outlier problem. Mardia (1970, 1974, 1975) has defined and treated 
the multivariate sample kurtosis 
b2 (Y) = b2 = m::?_1 [(Y. -Y)s-1 (Y. -Y)'] 2 
,p ,p ~- ~ ~ 
LEMMA 6.1. 
b2,p = ru:::~=l//ri/14 
PROOF. It follows fro:m (3.1) and (3.4) that P'MY = JW, and thus 
Y- eY = MY= PJW • Since S = (Y.- eY) '(Y- eY) = W'QW, it follows that 
Substituting into the formula defining b2 proves the le:mrna. QED 
,p 
LEMMA 6.2. The critical region maximizing (o4 /o~4 )~w(6)1 6=0 is specified 
by LL:~=1//ri//4 ::.?: k0, where L and k0 are functions of A • 
PROOF. Substituting the result of Theore:m 5.3 and the value of g(O) from 
Section 4 into Theorem 4.3 gives 
(6.1) 
' 
where k0, k1, and L depend on A, and k2 and ~ are positive constants de-
pending only on n and p . Absorbing constants into k0 completes the proof. QED 
THEOREM 6.1. For the general outlier problem, the locally best invariant 
test of H0 : 6 = 0 versus H1 : 6 > 0, conditional on A, is: If L > 0, reject 
H0 whenever b2,p::.?: K; if L< o, reject H0 whenever b2,p :::;;K' The constants 
K and K' are determined by the size of the test, and Lis the function of 
A given in Theorem 5.3 . 
PROOF. From Theore:m 4.3 and the discussion at the beginning of Section 
• 
• 
• 
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4, the locally best invariant test is given by the critical region of 
Le:mm.a 6.2. If L is positive, this region can be specified by 
b2 = m::.llr·ll4 ~ nko' /L = K ; 
,p ]. ]. 
if L is negative, by 
The matrix A determines, through·L, whether the locally best invari-
ant test of Theorem 6.1 rejects H0 when b2,p is too large or when it is 
too s:rnall. A related point is that if L = 0, ( 6.1) shows that the critical 
region of the locally best invariant test depends on the power function's 
derivatives of order greater than four. Both of these problems would be 
solved if it were known that L> 0 for all A of interest. Theorem 6.2 will 
show that L is positive whenever the fraction of nonzero rows of A is at 
most ( 3 -/'J) /6 = 2l.l3 % . Theorem 6.3 will show that L is positive 
whenever e 'A= 0, that is, the sum of the rows of A is 0, and at most 
one-third of the rows of A are nonzero. 
THEOREM 6.2. If a. =0 for i=:m+l, ••• , n, and m/n :s; (3 -13)/6= .2113 ••• , 
]. 
then L> 0, and the test which rejects H0 when b2,p ~ K is locally best 
invariant, uniformly in ( a1, • • ·, a ) • :m. 
PROOF. It must be shown that L> 0, or equivalently that 
(6.2) 
' 
where 
Observing that F is nonnegative and summing the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 
• 
• 
• 
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('Yi_'Yj) 2 ~ 11Yiii 2 11Yjll 2 over all i and j, one sees that 0 ~ F ~ l • Conse-
quently, it suffices for (6.2) to prove that 
(6.3) 
In fact, this is also necessary for (6.2), as it is the special case of 
the latter obtained when all y. are scalar multiples of a common vector. 
J. 
Two relations will prove useful. For i > m, y. = -a ', so for any 
J. 
exponent k, 
(6.4) 
Also, taking the squared norm of each side in the identity 
m (n- m)a' = 2:. 1y. J.= J. 
and repeatedly applying the inequality Y!Y. +Y!Y. ~'Y!'Y. +'Y!'Y. yields 
J. J J J. J. J. J J 
(6.5) 
Let xi denote //Yill 2 for i = l, ···,In and let y denote 1/a/1 2 • It 
follows from (6.4) that (6.3) is equivalent to 
(6.6) 
The condition (6. 5), which A :must satisfy, :may be written as 
To examine the relationship between ·m and the :maximum value of G on 
(6.7) { (x.., •.• , x ,y): x1, ... , x ,y ~ O;(n-:m)2y:::;; :mE~ 1x.} , ~ In m J.= J. 
• 
• 
• 
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begin by observing that G is increased by equalizing the xi; that is, for 
- -1 .m 
x=m L:. 1x., l= l 
G( x1 , · · · , xm' y) s G( x, ... , x, y) 
' 
with equality only if all x. are equal. To find the ·maximum value of G 
l 
for fixed :m and n, consider G as a fUnction of two variables, 
G(x, y) = [:mi + (n- :m)y J2/[:m.X2 + (n- :m)rJ 
subject to the condition 0 ~ (n -:m) 2 y ~ m2 x . Because of its homogeneity, 
G :may be treated as a fUnction of the single variable u = y/x • It is a 
routine exercise to find the maximum of 
G(u) = [:m+ (n -:m)uJ2/[:m+ (n -:m)u2 ] 
over the domain uE[O,:m2 /(n -m) 2 ], for G(u) is an increasing fUnction, 
taking its maximum value at u =:m2 /(n- :m) 2 , where 
G(u) = n2 m(n -m)/[rrf + (n -:m)3 ] 
It follows that a sufficient condition for (6.6) to hold on (6.7) is that 
(6.8) n~(n- :m)/[rrf + (n- m)3 ] < (n2 + n)/3(n -l) 
Let s =:m/n; (6.8) holds whenever 
s ( l - s) /[ s3 + ( 1 - s )3 ] 
' 
or equivalently whenever 6s2 - 6s + l ~ 0 • 
Solving this quadratic inequality, and restricting attention to the 
interval (o,~) as required by the :model, gives 
0 < s = m/n ~ (3 -/1)/6 = .2113 QED 
• 
• 
• 
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THEOREM 6.3. If ai =0 fori =m+l, • •• , n, L::~=lai =0, and m/n s:~, then 
L> 0, and the test which rejects H0 when b2,p ~ K is locally best invari-
ant, uniformly in ( a1, • • ·, a ) • m 
PROOF. With the notation of the last proof, y = 1/a/1 2 = o, and letting 
X denote the mx 1 vector (x1, · • ·, xm)' and E the :mx m matrix consisting 
entirely of ones, (6.6) becomes 
(6.9) G(X) = X'EX/X'X < (n2 + n)/3(n -1) 
The maximum of X'EX/X'X is m, the largest eigenvalue of E, so (6.9) 
holds for all X when 
m/n < (n + l)/3(n -1) 
' 
for which m/n s: ~ is sufficient. Q;ED 
If the general outlier problem is assumed to have a fraction of 
outliers no greater than 21.13 ••• %, Theorem 6.2 gives a test for out-
liers that is locally best invariant for every A • If A is known to 
satisfy e 'A =0, this test remains locally best invariant when the frac-
tion of outliers is as high as 3~% • Other restrictions could be 
placed on A, giving different bounds on the permissible fraction of 
outliers leading to the same result. However, this seems unnecessary 
in view of the large fraction of outliers for which the test based on 
b2,p is locally best for all A • It is interesting to note that this 
fraction does not depend on the dimension p of the observations. 
Throughout this paper, the matrix A was assumed known. The multi-
variate kurtosis test was shown in Theorems 6.2 and 6.3 to be locally 
best invariant uniformly on all A's of certain types. A stronger result, 
which Ferguson has called strong local optimality, allows A to be unknown. 
• 
• 
• 
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THEOREM 6.4. Let w be the critical region of Theorem 6.2, let w' be 
the critical region of any other invariant test of the same size as w, 
set IJ. = 1, and let k/n be less than (3 -/3) /6, where k denotes the maxi-
mum number of nonzero rows of A . Assume that w and w' are distinct, 
meaning that the Lebesgue measure of their symmetric difference is posi-
tive. Then there exists a neighborhood of the origin in kp-dimensional 
space on which 
except at the origin, where there is equality. 
The proof of this parallels the proof of a similar result in Fergu-
son (1961, Sec. 2.4), so details are omitted here. The discussion 
accompanying that result also applies to Theorem 6.4 . 
• 
• 
• 
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